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摘要:
Embedded systems play a fundamental role for the deployment of IoT / edge computing solutions. The ever-growing

number of application domains where these solutions can be advantageously used ranges from personal sports gadgets

to complex industrial systems. This variety of domains comes with very diverse data management and computation

requirements for embedded systems, from basic processing solutions to complex artificial intelligence-based ones.

Generally speaking, “ low” power consumption, complexity, size, and cost have to be combined with “powerful”

measurement, processing, and communication capabilities. But what “ low” and “powerful” mean is strongly

application-dependent, so the choice of the embedded device to be used must be carefully considered. This presentation

will first briefly introduce current embedded hardware architectures, including heterogeneous devices, emphasizing their

main characteristics. The second part of the talk will describe real solutions where different architectures are used,

showing their practical usefulness depending on the specific application.
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